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Psychological Safety
Psychological Safety is being able to show and employ one’s self without fear of negative consequences
of self-image, status or career. Four stages: Inclusion, Educational, Contribution & Challenge.
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If Psychological safety exist in a
CLASSROOM, what would we
see and or hear?

I would hear teachers saying, "thanks for
sharing your opinion, I appreciate it and
will consider you thoughts as I plan the
next lesson."

One Love
This is Awesome 

Make sure in a group discussion that every
child is heard and given the same amount
of time to contribute to the discussion

Ground rules set - where this is a safe place where we won't
be judged if we make a mistake or have a unique opinion.

Encourage students to share feelings,
experiences to help others understand
their perspective.

A safe place to ask questions
We discussed that a psychologically safe classroom is one
where all students fell comfortable asking uncomfortable
questions.

Collaborative physical spaces to have
these discussions

Thank you for sharing and I am going to think about how that
makes you feel. I look forward to exploring our thoughts
together.

Listening and learning to each other

Kids having history and a factual basis to
start learning about people from all
identities and from other places.

Less focus on if answers are correct/incorrect, and no value
placed on those answers (ex: no saying "Good job!") 
 

Higher levels of authentic participation by
all students.

Providing anonymous opportunities for students to participate
who might feel stressed or scared. 

Embracing individual differences as assets to a greater good 
 

If Psychological safety exist in a
SCHOOL, what would we see
and or hear?



Would see materials posted in the hallways that represent all
students enrolled in the school.

We'd see curriculum representing all racial
and ethnic groups in ways that are
equitable and not just focusing on ways
people have been marginalized (ex: only
focusing on slavery when talking about
Black Americans, only focusing on
suffragettes when talking about women.)

Active listening
I would see active listening being modeled by both staff and
students to promote respectful and effective sharing of info

Representation of different activities
Equal representation of all different kinds of interests and
activities - sports, music, drama, art, science clubs, debate,
etc.  

Every child should have "somebody" in the
building they can go to and share
comfortably.

Less feeling like you have to conform. Feeling more like it is an
inclusive environment at all times.

Safe spaces
Every student student should feel comfortable being their true
selves without danger of ridicule or reprimand

changes in the data / statistics showing
improving trends

In addition to representing the school, it is important to
connect with other schools to build bridges.

Children, staff and all families feeling like
they can be free from biased thinking,
racism and other -isms when they enter
the classroom community.

When the child and a staff member share a
connection - interests, people, college,
gender, academics - that makes it easier
for connection to occur. It's helpful for the
staff to let the children know how they
might have common connections.

Courageous conversations around race,
social justice, bias, and the difference
between having different opinions and
denying groups full personhood.

I'd like to see more fact-based current
event discussions encouraged in class.
Sometimes my kids' teachers (who are
wonderful teachers) will avoid those
conversations altogether. I'd like to see
teachers con dent in having these
conversations and feeling equipped and
supported in having these conversations.

More diversity in perspectives,
appearances, chosen activities.

Opportunity to engage and have open
dialogue when you disagree with an
opinion. Expand on your feelings and be
open.

If Psychological safety exist in
the MTSD COMMUNITY, what
would we see and or hear?



We respect that unique and different ideas is what makes us a
stronger community. And we don't minimize anyone's values.

Psychological safety in the home is
reinforced by reaching out to those in
other communities and building
connections.

Conversations that include questions
seeking to understand others'
perspectives.

be intentional with relationships. break out
of the mold and expose yourself in order to
create meaningful relationships

More tolerance and less social climbing.
Better attitudes towards differences.
Accepting.

More people of color, LGBTQIA+, women,
and people we don't see represented in
leadership being included in meaningful
ways and where decisions are made.

Parents and community members, when
they disagree with district staff, not
attacking staff personally or publicly; this
will allow staff to learn and grow without
fear of retaliation.

Community members would be able to share their thoughts
and feel safe in a way where they would be heard, but also
would be open-minded to the decisions of the school 

A rainbow instead of so many shades of
grey.

Including the community.

I think this would include working alongside stakeholders, but
keeping them in the loop on what this actively looks like,
sounds like, feels like. A true community beyond the school
community.

Access to ALL levels of programs and
supports for ALL students, not just
students living within the district
boundaries

If Psychological safety exist in
MY HOME, what would I see and
or hear?

Open discussions and all questions
welcomed...
Kids need to feel heard and be heard on a consistent basis.

Promote open discussions - especially the
hard ones.

A lot of laughter

Unconditional love and acceptance

Comfortable silence

I am listening to my children

Kindness perpetually matters. A simple
smile or hello could save someone's day or
even their life.

What THEMES are emerging?

Everyone needs to feel included and that
they have a purpose.



Everyone's opinion heard

Each student is given a safe space to
successfully engage/participate

Critical examination of existing curriculum
to assess whether we are practicing what
we preach in regards to equitable
representation of ALL groups.

Discussion/Conversation

Comfortable sharing

Equal representation throughout the
curriculum, schools, classrooms and
community.

Courage and support to talk about di cult
things.

Every student has an identity and
opportunity to share and be heard.

Safe spaces to let students feel heard and
to participate without fear of judgement

ALL voices are important and should be
given equal time

Everyone's opinion has value

Everyone involved

Representation Matters

Communication

Seeking to understand and love one
another rst

LISTEN to each other without judgement -
seek to understand before responding

Lead with kindness and empathy.

Respondents to this survey expect us to be
discussing the di cult issues facing our
country/community

Mutual Respect on all levels

Love and care

Ability to navigate disagreement
respectfully

Communication. Listening.
Collaboration/cooperation. Inclusion.

Courageous conversations

What are some BEST
PRACTICES to ensure
Psychological Safety exists and
is sustainable?

Positive routines are important to sustaining psychological
safety. Students thrive when they have some foundational
habits they can come back to each and every day.

Practices:



※※※※※※

open mindset, active listening, ask questions, and create a
sense of shared identity with your students and within your
classroom/building 
-Boyd

Education
Educate ourselves on our students backgrounds and learn
about their cultural perspectives. Be cognizant of this when
planning and executing lessons. Include diverse cultural
perspectives throughout the year.  

Giving students vocabulary to express
themselves

Promoting and fostering the idea of
classroom/group community through
circles, Tribes, etc.

Admit when mistakes are made and don't
judge when others also make them.

Conversations
We need to face the conversations head on. We are here to
teach students how to be positive parts of the community. We
can teach and promote positive and productive conversations. 

Model/explicitly teach the skills kids need
to have courageous discourse.

no judgement. support in forming a well
shaped opinion

There also needs to be safety in NOT
sharing and respect for someone who
identi es that they don't wish to
communicate their opinion. A person can
feel very safe during some conversations
and unsafe during others.


